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If you are what you eat, then until my dad’s diagnosis of

chronic lymphocytic leukemia in 2008, I was meat, fish, dairy,

coffee, eggs, fast food, and junk food. I didn’t think anything

of it. I’m 6’3, thin and have a high metabolism  eating badly

didn’t bother me. Or so I thought. I didn’t grasp that my poor

diet had been impacting me and my family for a very long

time.

Two years after the birth of my miracle baby, beginning in

1996, I was always tired and achy, and if you sneezed on the

other side of the room, I’d be sick for weeks. I didn’t realize

that this actually meant anything, that I could possibly

be harming myself with my poor food choices.

By the time my dad’s diagnosis came, I looked perfectly

healthy on the outside, but my body was fighting itself on the

inside and I’d become a poster child for nonfatal, incurable

autoimmune syndromes and diseases. I’d racked up multiple

diagnoses  a heartshaped tilted uterus, TIA ministroke,

Costocondritis, chronic anemia, Chronic Fatigue Syndrome,

Fibromyalgia, Endometriosis, Interstitial Cystitis, Mitro Valve

Prolapse, fibrocystic breasts, venous insufficiency, mild

Ehlers Danlos Syndrome, Reynaud’s Syndrome, Epstein Barr

Virus and Hashimoto’s Disease with a nodule on my thyroid

the doctor was watching  and probably several other long

names that I can’t remember. Though none of these was going

to kill me, noone had a cure.

In 2008, after years of bad eating, I rushed my husband to the

ER with blood sugar levels of 400. Along with dealing with

Deborah Bostock‐Kelley shares how a plant‐based, gluten‐free
lifestyle helped her and her husband overcome their chronic

health issues.
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my health issues, he had to begin his personal journey with

Type 2 diabetes. In 2016, with little dietary change other than

stevia instead of sugar, he was put on daily insulin injections.

In early 2016, since none of the medications the doctors gave

me were doing anything to relieve my symptoms  non

hormonal hot flashes, brain fog, numbness, tingling, heart

palpitations, chest pain, migraines, inflammation, general

exhaustion and allover pain  I figured I had nothing left to

lose. I started partially following my mom’s blog, a food

protocol for my dad – no gluten, no red meat, no milk.

Reluctantly, a few months later, my husband followed suit.

In mid2016, on my quest for a homeopathic cure, I read that

coffee inhibited T4 to T3 conversion, worsened PMS, could

cause fatigue, and could be inflammatory for some people, so

my Starbucks fix stopped coldturkey. I discovered Teeccino

Mocha Roasted Herbal Tea, and if I pretended, it was almost

close to the real thing. On the same day, I also stopped eating

anything containing wheat or gluten. Though I have never

been diagnosed as celiac, everything I read about my laundry

list of diagnoses warned that gluten/wheat exacerbated the

symptoms.

Quitting coffee and the food I thoroughly enjoyed and took

for granted was one of the hardest things I had ever done. No

more Mochachinos, lattes, bread, pasta, cake, pie, donuts,

croissants, pizza, or fried anything. I thought it would be the

most difficult task on the planet and I would fail within the

first month. Nearly every product I loved contained wheat. I

had to scan every jar, package and box for hidden wheat in the

ingredients.

Around the same time, I discovered the healing benefits of

ginger milk. I made my own variation with organic oregano

tea, lemon, ginger, fermented turmeric, pepper, coconut oil,

monk fruit sugar, and almond milk. I drank this almost every

morning, and especially any time, I felt a scratchy throat or

sniffly nose.

Four months into following my dad’s modified diet and

drinking my odd concoction, I noticed my ankles and fingers

weren’t swelling, my back didn’t hurt after working 10 hours,

and I wasn’t falling asleep at my desk. I discovered I could be

in a room of sick people and not get so much as a tickle in my

throat. I decided if this diet worked for me, my husband

should try it. Together, we discovered that many options

actually existed for a glutenfree lifestyle.
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Fast forward to July 3, 2017. After prepping our Independence

Day BBQ items for the holiday the next day, my husband and

I sat down to Netflix and chill. A documentary called “What

The Health” caught our eye, and at its conclusion, we made a

lifechanging decision. My husband opened the refrigerator

and emptied it of everything that contained dairy, eggs, or

meat, including a marinating rack of pork ribs.

Many have said the documentary we watched was

propaganda, but at that point, it didn’t matter. It was the

impetus to pointing us in the direction of a healthier vegan

lifestyle. This was another monumental step.

Now we had to find ingredients that were not just glutenfree,

but vegan too. Like many other misinformed people, I thought

we’d only be eating veggies for meals. Thankfully, the plant

based lifestyle is much more exciting than that. We began

finding fun recipes and making them our own, substituting

egg replacer for egg and almond or coconut milk for dairy.

Though some may have contended that a vegan lifestyle

meant eating only fruits and vegetables, we had enjoyed all

types of foods for so long that we needed to find substitutes.

Brands like Violife, KiteHill, Beyond Meat, Gardein, Sensible

Portions, Earth Balance, Namaste, Daiya, Louisville, and

NadaMoo became household names. We didn’t limit the

possibilities. If a wheat pasta recipe called for ground beef,

we’d substitute Beyond Meat Crumbles and Ronzoni Gluten

Free 4Grain Pasta.

For someone who usually avoided my husband’s domain, the

kitchen, I actually became quite proficient at finding tasty

substitutions, and in the process I learned to cook by investing

in an InstaPot, Air Fryer and Vitamix, and creating new

recipes from unusual food finds like jackfruit to make pisole,

BBQ, and tacos.

By the close of 2017, my husband had reduced his insulin

intake, lost 75 pounds, and dropped two pant sizes and one

shirt size. Though I was not dealing with a weight issue, I

went back to the weight I was before I had my daughter, and

we both felt good.

In April 2018, I had my annual blood workup. The doctor had

to mark me as a new patient, as I had not been seen or sick

since June 2016, which coincidentally was when I started

drinking my weird oregano milk tea. The skyhigh numbers

that had indicated Hashimotos had dropped to 350; it was

barely detectable, and for all intents and purposes, in

remission. I was no longer anemic after 22 years. Three

months later, I had the annual ultrasound of the nodule on my

thyroid. It was no longer present.

If you are what you eat, today I am fresh vegetables, fruits,

and an occasional glutenfree, vegan food substitute.

Sometimes, I still miss crusty warm bread, pizza with crispy

burnt edges, and ooeygooey cheese, but I know the

repercussions for my body of indulging in my bad old habits.

I’d seen the message on billboards, on TV, in print ads,

everywhere  Hippocrates knew the truth centuries ago. Let

food be thy medicine. If only I’d paid attention 22 years ago.

Learn more about cancerfighting foods at

www.eatright2fightcancer.com and about our glutenfree,

vegan journey at dkvk.fun. SM

About the writer

Deborah BostockKelley is a journalist, playwright,

producer, director, actress, author, Broadway World

theatre critic, owner of The WriteOne Creative

Services, & founder of Life Amplified variety showcase

for charity. She is loving the plantbased lifestyle and

was excited to pass the oneyear mark on July 3, 2018.

"Hippocrates knew the
truth centuries ago ‐ let

food be thy medicine."
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As an antithesis to today’s volatile political climate, a group of

activists is peacefully demonstrating against war and public

apathy. With branches in countries across every habitable

continent, Food Not Bombs’weapon of choice is love,

compassion, and repurposed healthy vegetarian and vegan

food donated by local restaurants and individuals. Twice a

week, Food Not Bombs' Tampa chapter feeds the hundreds of

homeless and hungry in Tampa who would otherwise do

without.

Dezeray Lyn, a member of the Tampa chapter, discovered

Food Not Bombs at animal rights event in Philadelphia in

2006. She was inspired to share food on her own, and when

she moved to Tampa, she immediately reached out to the local

chapter.

Early on Tuesdays and Saturday afternoons, she and 11 other

members of the Tampa chapter set up in Lykes Gaslight Park,

in the shadow of the Tampa Police Department downtown

headquarters and the officers that made headlines in late 2017

for arresting them. The peaceable activists’ crime was serving

coffee and bagels without a vendor permit, though they gave

the food away and were never a vendor.

Though the group had served in the same location for years,

this particular arrest coincided with the College Football

Playoff National Championship weekend.

“If you are going to literally drag seven people away from a

table in handcuffs because they’re sharing bagels and oatmeal

with people who are suffering and food insecure, not a lot of

people are going to look upon that as kind, thoughtful or

something they want their tax dollars utilized for," says

Dezeray.

Volunteers were aware that showing this type of human

kindness was illegal, but the cost of insurance for feeding

food not bombs
Defiantly Highlighting Tampa’s Invisible Population

Dezeray Lyn

by Deborah Bostock‐Kelly
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breakfast and lunch twice a week was exorbitant. They did it

anyway, and this isn’t the first time police harassment and

arrests have been made for providing free food to the hungry

without a permit.

“These issues tend to boil over when there’s a high tourism

dollar event going on,” says Dezeray. She is convinced that

this is no coincidence.

Is it a question of ‘out of sight, out of mind?’ If tourists don’t

see the homeless sharing a meal and company with the

volunteers, does the problem magically cease to exist in this

billiondollar tourist mecca?

Dezeray has heard horror stories about the homeless being

tormented and having their belongings destroyed, and she’s

seen firsthand the cyclical process of arresting and releasing

homeless men and women with mental health issues.

“It’s heartbreaking. With proper medication and care, they

could be living a full life, like anyone else.”

She says the term 'community' tends only to be applied to the

people who have the resources to be part of it.

“During times when people will be in our city to see what’s

actually going on, the houseless are asked ‘hey, why don’t you

disappear for a couple of weeks?’”, she says. “One pregnant

houseless woman told me that they sent her to a street known

for drug violence. Someone was actually sexually assaulted

there twice and they sent her there, asking her to disappear

until these events were over.”

She found it ironic that the city of Tampa was cleared of the

homeless for food events and festivals for people who could

afford to eat it.

“It’s very obvious who the police are concerned with, and it’s

not the people who are suffering and struggling the most and

the food insecure in their community. The city wants to chase

the houseless into invisibility so they can continue turning a

tourist dollar profit. They don’t care about what’s happening

to them, as long as it’s happening outside of the public eye.

It’s no less than a tragedy what’s happening.”

Though the chapters of Food Not Bombs are autonomous,

they follow the same guiding principles.

“We’re antimilitarist and nonviolent – thus we serve

vegetarian and vegan foods to reflect our commitment to

nonviolence. To avert the staggering 4060% food waste that

goes into the garbage – foods that are still edible – instead of

buying food, we repurpose foods into good meals to share

with folks.”

The chapter has partnerships with several local restaurants

including Loving Hut, Panera Bread, Einstein Bagels, Chucks

Natural Fields, Sweetwater Organic Farms, and Waters Ave

Church. Rather than discarding and wasting perfectly edible

food, volunteers visit the locations and pick up the donations,

and they are always seeking new restaurants to donate.

“At Loving Hut, we were there having their buffet a few years

ago and we asked about the leftovers for Food Not Bombs.

They asked if it was for the homeless and we said yes. They

said every Saturday at 9:30, come by and we’ll give you the

rest of our buffet,” she said. “It was as easy as that. There

haven’t been many times since then where they haven’t

donated an ocean of vegan foods that they were actually

driving around and giving to people themselves before our

partnership.”

Dezeray said that the tenet and strong ethos that the
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organization was founded on is ‘solidarity, not charity.’

“We don’t believe in a topdown charity model. We believe

that all of our liberation is tied in with each other's. It’s not us

and them. Folks that we share with help serve the food, unload

and reload the cars, and wash items afterwards,” says Dezeray.

“We’re very much involved in their lives and they’re involved

in ours.”

Despite their circumstances, the homeless men, women and

children are never treated as less than. In addition to providing

healthy meals, the organization volunteers provide first aid,

hygiene products, books, solar cell phone chargers, emergency

blankets, ponchos and insect repellant. Activists will accept

mail for them, and allow them to shower and wash their

laundry in their homes.

Anyone interested in volunteering can show up at a food share

and help serve food, or simply hang out and strike up a

conversation. They can also bring vegetarian or vegan foods

that they’ve prepared, or they can pick up food and cook it at

their home to serve at the food share or autonomously. Food

and hygiene items can be dropped off at their donation box, or

mailed to Seminole Heights Acupuncture Clinic at 6420 N

Central Avenue care of the organization.

Another way to support the organization is to contact vegan

and vegetarian ethical food companies and restaurants on

behalf of Food Not Bombs, Tampa and ask for food vouchers

or leftover foods that would otherwise be discarded.

The organization can also be reached on their very active

Facebook page, TampaFoodNotBombs.

“We’re in a city that has millions in profit from tourism

dollars that can easily afford to lose an iceskating rink, rather

than losing houseless people due to malnourishment and

untreated medical issues. Folks are not having access to the

resources they need. Resources could be diverted to address

their issues, but they need to see them as deserving and they

don’t. They don’t see food and healthcare as a right; they see

it as a privilege,” Dezeray says.

“Right now, in this climate, the most important thing we can

do in any situation is do everything we can to resist the

normalization of things like hate speech and marginalizing

people. If we intervene every day, that creates a society of

resistance. Not saying anything and not holding on to these

rights while we have them is steering us in a really bad

direction.”

Dezeray hopes that the tides will eventually turn.

“It’s really inspiring when I see someone intervening. It’s

makes our society more sensitized to those things as being

wrong. That’s the way we avoid people going into ovens

again. What’s happening now is following a blueprint. I don’t

want to see people die because they were trashed and

dehumanized so much that people feel like they can commit

crimes against them. As much as we can hold on to humanity

– with our teeth, our nails, with everything we have, we have

a chance at fighting this. The critical thing to know about our

food shares – they are demonstrations. We are trying to keep

this issue as visible as possible. Every plate of food we are

giving out is highlighting why we need to give out a plate of

food.” SM

"Every plate of
food we are

giving out is
highlighting
why we need to

give out a
plate of food."
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